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FLINDERS DIAMONDS COMMENCES AEROMAG
SURVEY OVER BAROSSA RANGES
Flinders Diamonds Limited ("FDL") today announced that its high-resolution airborne
magnetic survey over the Barossa Ranges northeast of Adelaide had commenced and
is expected to be completed in 10 days.
The flyovers, on north-south traverses at 100 metre intervals, will be the most intense
aeromagnetic survey yet of the region and follow the discovery by Flinders Diamonds
of promising signs at surface of potential diamond-bearing kimberlites.
The ground area being covered is mainly sheep farming country just to the east of
South Australia's famous Barossa Valley wine growing region.
"Results from the survey will be integrated with recent stream sample results to help
locate diamond targets for future exploration," Flinders Diamonds' Managing
Director, Dr Kevin Wills, said today.
"Our recent field sampling work has already confirmed a number of actual and
inferred kimberlites in the broader region of the Barossa Ranges," Dr Wills said.
“The presence of these kimberlites and 26 anomalous kimberlite indicator mineral
samples, suggest the occurrence of a cluster of kimberlite pipes in the Ranges.
"The aeromagnetic survey results will help locate any magnetic kimberlites and
enhance our understanding of their distribution, size and shape - ahead of any drill
decision."
Existing airborne magnetic data over the Barossa Ranges has mostly been flown at
400 metre spacing and along east west lines - a spacing Dr Wills says could mean
missing some kimberlite pipes between the lines.
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